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As part of further strengthening our identity as Sweden’s
leading wood company we are now changing our name.
SCA Timber is becoming SCA Wood.

F

or our customers this won’t mean
any immediate changes, other than
that you will see the new name in
our communication and documentation.
The word ‘wood’ is well understood in
all countries and is a good structural fit
with our other business areas Pulp, Paper
and Forest. In conjunction with this
change, we are also changing the name of
our subsidiaries in Scandinavia, the UK,
France and Hong Kong. The aim is to
demonstrate a cohesive and strong brand
to our customers and other stakeholders.
We are all now SCA Wood!
SCA Wood works with two value chains
to market. Building & Supply Solutions
provides solutions for builders’ merchants
and construction firms. Through a high
degree of processing, innovative products
and customised distribution, we aim to
provide builders’ merchants and ultimately
consumers with good reasons to choose
wood products. Painted exterior panels
with concealed nailing and heart pine
decking are just two examples of products
we have launched recently. It’s this part
of SCA Wood that has accounted for
the most significant growth over the past
ten years.

optimum value for us and our customers.
This enables us to cut unnecessary costs
from the value chain. Whether our customers want standard products, customised
products or finished components, we’ll
supply the most cost-effective solution.
This edition contains more about how we
cooperate with our Industrial Solutions
customers.
With a collective identity and two strong
value chains, we’re looking ahead to the
future. We are now SCA Wood!
Jerry Larsson
President, SCA Wood

Our other value chain is called Industrial
Solutions. We want to be the best supplier
of raw material in this area for the wood
industry. Our slow-growing fibre, which is
highly suitable for visible wood products,
is popular with manufacturers of flooring,
furniture, doors, windows and other
products all over the world.
Our high-tech sawmills allow us to
adapt our raw materials and create
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Timber is now Wood

The core of SCA’s business is the forest, Europe’s largest private forest holding. Around this
unique resource, we have built a well-developed value chain based on renewable raw material
from our own and others’ forests.
SCA Wood is the part of SCA that produces sawn
solid-wood products from the forest. We are one of
Europe’s leading suppliers of wood-based products,
producing 2.1 million cubic metres annually.
The product range is enhanced through customer
distribution solutions for the wood and builders’
merchant industries.
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SCA Wood manufactures products for builders’ merchants, industry and people’s
homes. The three examples of customers on the following pages show our solutions
for industry that provide both greater customer value and competitiveness.
Family-owned timber merchant Arnold Laver & Co in Sheffield, England purchases
environmentally certified wood products direct from SCA’s UK terminal. High availability was a key factor for them.
Chinese furniture manufacturer Dushi Wooden Industry needed dried, precisioncut pine timber, without unnecessary waste, tailored to end-customer needs to land
a contract with a major Swedish furniture producer.
And for Stocka Emballage, a sub-contract with SCA Wood to supply packaging
components direct to end-customers helped the business invest in new advanced
technology.

Arnold Laver has 14 strategically located depots around the UK, including in Borehamwood, for trade professionals and contractors.

Arnold Laver & Co

Family-owned timber merchant
with real environmental commitment
Family-owned timber merchant Arnold Laver
was once described as a company with
“… a reassuringly old-fashioned approach
to customer service.” Today the company
continues to be driven by the needs of its
customers, and its responsive and flexible
suppliers are key to its future success.

s
s
s
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hen Arnold Laver returned in 1920 from the First
World War trenches to Sheffield and explained to
his father he wanted to go into the timber trade
instead of continuing in the family business, he was told in
no uncertain terms: “Just don’t come crawling back here
when your business collapses.”
That’s something he never needed to do. Within just a
few years Arnold Laver had built up enough capital to buy
a horse, a workbench and a plane and no longer needed to
deliver timber himself using a hand-drawn cart.
Five years later the business had outgrown its premises,
so he invested in a new property and continued to grow

wood products for industry
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is added until a full compliance audit is completed by
the team who are independent from the commercial
negotiations,” says Patrick Guest.
“We offer the widest possible range of timber products
covering softwood, hardwood, panel, sheet, doors &
joinery and Decorative products. Our supply of softwood
comes from both home-grown sources as well as Scandinavia and the Baltics and we remain firm supporters of
both FSC and PEFC. Overall, 95 percent of all wood
products are FSC or PEFC certified.”
Arnold Laver was also the first company in the UK to
open a timber depot offering only environmentally certified
products.
Now in its third generation of Laver ownership, satisfying

over the inter-war years and added new branches throughout the North of England.
The Blitz of the Second World War put an end to several
of Arnold Laver’s branches and the difficulties in importing
timber forced the company to rely on domestic varieties of
wood. After the war, business resumed with continued
strong growth amid the wave of construction that followed
the devastation caused by bombing.
The second half of the 20th century saw continued expansion through both acquisitions and the company’s own
investment in new branches. The next generation of family
successfully took on the management of the company, and
in the 1970s an interest in home carpentry saw Arnold
Laver & Co enter the DIY segment with a small number
of niche builders’ merchants.

customer needs continues to be the driving focus.
The company continues to adapt and expand the
product offer to deliver
solutions for their customers who operate in many
different sectors ranging
from construction to shop
fitting and from boat
builders to off-site modular
assembly.
SCA Wood has been a
key softwood supplier to
Arnold Laver for many
years. It mainly supplies
sawn pine, at a volume of
Stephen King, SCA Wood’s
7,000–9,000 m3 a year.
Commercial Director in the UK.
“It’s a significant
volume for us,” says
Stephen King, Commercial Director at SCA Wood UK.

The company sealed its position as an important and

SCA and Arnold Laver have developed a very close relation-

reliable timber supplier in the UK when it provided more
than 50% of the timber used at the London 2012
Olympic venues. Yet the heart of the company remains
based where it all began, in Sheffield, South Yorkshire.
Spread out over large parts of the UK, there are now
14 strategically located depots, supplying any timber
product to trade customers, direct to site.
“All our machined goods are produced in-house at
our central Mill facility in Sheffield,” explains Group
Commercial Director Patrick Guest. “Our size and flexibility enables us to be solution led for our customers and
we focus on delivering the right products first time, direct
to any construction project in the
country. We have a fleet of over
100 trucks across our various depots
and an inter-branch delivery service,
all managed to get any product to site
when required.”

ship over many years during which time the way wood is
supplied into the Laver business has changed significantly.
Instead of dealing direct with each sawmill in Sweden,
Arnold Laver now purchases landed stock from SCA’s
terminal in the UK.
“It’s an arrangement that works really well for this
customer,” explains Stephen King. “Despite not having a
formal agreement, we still try to ensure we have the stock
to meet their needs.”
“Working with SCA is a key relationship for Arnold
Laver and we want this to continue to develop, as we
expand. Our key priorities continue to be sustainability,
quality, availability and price, ” Patrick Guest explains.
“Flexibility, innovation and speed of response are
important factors in delivering profitable sales growth
and SCA continues to support us in these key areas.”

And although the company now in-

Patrick Guest, Group Commercial Director at Arnold Laver.

cludes both property and leisure park
divisions, the provision of long-term,
sustainable timber products is at the
heart of the Arnold Laver business.
“We source material on a global
basis and we have a team of experts in
place to ensure we buy from legal and
sustainable sources. No new supplier

Text: Mats Wigardt

About Arnold Laver:
• Family business founded in 1920
• 760 employees
• Annual sales of £120 million
• Business: property, leisure parks and
timber supplies.
• Web address: www.laver.co.uk
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Dushi Wooden Industry

Customised timber
for efficient furniture production
When IKEA was looking for new pine furniture
suppliers in China around 10 years ago, it
chose Dushi Wooden Industry. The contract
was made possible using customised timber
products from SCA Wood.
“We supply based entirely on their needs,”
says Håkan Persson, Managing Director,
SCA Wood Hong Kong.

D

Photo: Dushi Wooden Industry

Jinxiang Du set up about 10 years ago in the Shaowu
industrial zone in the province of Fujian, south-east China.
Since then, the number of employees has grown rapidly
from around 100 to approximately 1,200 people, many
of whom have been with the company since it began.
The company also employs several Japanese designers
and other experienced specialists in wood products and
quality control.

Jinxiang Du, owner of Dushi Wooden Industry.

Chinese company Dushi Wooden Industry manufactures items
such as pine bookcases for Ikea.
Photo: Dushi Wooden Industry

As early as 2006 Dushi Wooden Industries was
producing 1,300 full-size containers of wood products
for customers based far from China. And production
volumes have increased ever since.
“Things began well for the company early on when I
produced a large sample supply for a Japanese customer to
a tight deadline,” recalls Jinxiang with pride. “The customer
was really pleased with the quality of the products.”
The cooperation with IKEA began following an exacting
and extensive process, as is the case for all the Swedish
company’s new furniture producers. In addition to detailed
requirements for environmentally certified raw materials,
production facilities, product quality, safe work environments and continual improvement processes, Dushi had
to demonstrate it had stable timber suppliers.
Today, Dushi Wood Industries’ number one pine product
is a bookcase for IKEA. The rest of its product
range, which is largely for export,
comprises kitchen cabinets, garden
furniture and wardrobes made from
wood varieties such as birch, oak
and maple. It also produces small
enclosures and housing for pets and
domestic animals such as dogs, rabbits
and chickens.
“It’s an enthusiastic company with
a deeply rooted culture of quality and
a clear strategy for the future,” says
Håkan Persson at SCA Wood Hong
Håkan Persson, Managing
Director, SCA Wood Hong Kong.
Kong.

Photo: Per-Anders Sjöquist

emand for sawn solid-wood products remains high
in China. Within a short space of time, this huge
country has become the largest importer of sawn
timber from Sweden, and there is enormous potential.
One of the many Chinese companies to have spotted
the opportunities offered by Swedish softwood is Dushi
Wooden Industry.
The company’s owner, Jinxiang Du, has worked with
wood all his life. And despite having had lots of opportunities to change direction, he has stood by the material.
“I’m focused solely on wood products, that’s my
passion,” he explains.
From a modest start, he now manages a group consisting
of four companies under different names, all with a modern
fleet of machinery – including computer-controlled CNC
machines, automated painting lines, wood dryers and
more – with a business concept focused on the design
and production of various wood products.

s
s
s
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Because of his significant interest in

Nordic wood varieties, particularly
pine, Jinxiang Du has been to Sweden
several times, making trips to learn
about Swedish forestry and to visit
both of SCA’s pine sawmills in Bollsta
and Munksund.
Dushi Wooden Industry was also
one of two Chinese companies to take
part in the Design in Pine project in
autumn 2016, which invited students
at the Carl Malmsten Furniture Studio
to work with furniture producers from
China to design pine furniture for the
Chinese market.
“My impression of Dushi is that it’s
a company that works systematically
on its business development,” says
Charlotte Dedye Apelgren of Swedish
Wood, one of the organisations that
arranged the project.
Following a tentative start, when it
was unclear which products would
be manufactured and what needs had
to be met, the forms of cooperation
between Dushi Wooden Industry
and SCA have become increasingly
established.
SCA now supplies dried and
environmentally certified pine timber,
fully customised to the client’s needs
and with the minimum possible waste,
which is then used by Shaowu-based
Dushi Wood Industry for pine products
in segments such as storage and shelving.
“Our raw materials are a good
match for IKEA’s demand for closegrained materials and live knots,” says
Håkan Persson. “Over the years we’ve
developed the dimensions of the sawn
goods to optimally suit the dimensions
of the furniture. Both sides benefit from
the high level of utilisation.”
And the project has been successful

for both parties. Having started with
relatively small volumes of customised
timber, SCA now supplies Dushi Wooden
Industry with around 1,300 cubic metres
of timber every month, with long-term
plans for this to increase further.
“We’re really impressed,” comments
Håkan Persson. “It’s a company with
very high standards of quality and
organisation.”
Text: Mats Wigardt

Finished components
provide greater
customer value
In Sweden, the wood-based packaging industry is the
single largest user of sawn solid-wood products. Now
that SCA Tunadal can supply precision-cut components
direct to customers, this frees up capacity at the sawmill
while also reducing waste and increasing value.

T

here are currently around 300 Swedish manufacturers of woodbased packaging, each year using around three million cubic metres
of sawn and dried timber. The manufacturing is highly mechanised,
with long production runs and often good profitability.
When SCA Wood sales manager Robin Mikaelsson started looking at
what could be done to boost the value of the large volumes involved in
the packaging segment, waste and customer value quickly became the
focal point.
“It’s about getting the greatest possible value out of each board of
timber,” he explains. Ready-cut pieces are favoured over woodchip,
despite this being a sometimes overlooked segment.
Robin’s train of thought took him to Stocka, north of Hudiksvall on
Sweden’s east cost, where SCA had a long-standing customer, Stocka
Emballage, that purchased timber for the production of animal bedding
and loading pallets.

The company was started on a small scale in 1962. At that time the com-

pany only manufactured fish and berry containers, which it nailed together
by hand. When the next generation took over management, the business
timbernews | 6
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SCA Wood’s sales manager Robin Mikaelsson, pictured far right,
together with Patrik Enros, far left, and Urban Lindholm, at Stocka
Emballage.

expanded into producing animal bedding and disposable
pallets. In 2013, the third generation of the Enros family
took the helm.
“At the same time, the company was divided between
me and brother,” explains Patrik Enros, who now runs a
company with five employees mainly producing animal
bedding and pallet liners.
Patrik has worked for the family business all his life, starting

at a young age when he helped nail boxes together.
When, many years later, Robin Mikaelsson visited the
company and suggested Stocka Emballage write a new
chapter in the company’s history, Patrik was interested.
The contract was signed during an ice hockey match.
Who won the hockey match?
“No idea,” says Patrik with a smile.
The arrangement proposed by Robin Mikaelsson was for

Stocka Emballage to produce finished components for
SCA’s customers. As security for the investment that was
required, a multi-year sub-contract was offered.
“Instead of sending the sawn timber to the grading mill
in Tunadal, it now goes to Stocka where it’s cut to precise
lengths and then straight on to customers,” explains Robin.
But first a new production line had to be built in the
former timber warehouse where Stocka Emballage is
based. The company now has a brand new fully automated
timber cutting machine and five yellow robots in a row at
the premises, which has been remodelled.
“This is totally new for us, with robots and stuff like
that,” says Patrik Enros. “It’s been really hard work, but
it’s been great. It’s cost almost SEK 4 million, but it’s
turned out really, really well.”
When it’s received, the spruce timber, sawn to 16 x 75cm

dimensions with varying lengths, is sent on for cutting.
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The timber cutting machine optimises extraction from each
board with the minimum possible waste. Some 13 lengths,
ranging between 69 cm and just over two metres, are preprogrammed into the machine, and each board is divided
into up to five pieces.
The robots’ task is to stack the pre-sawn pieces into
each length so they don’t topple on disposable pallets
produced by Patrik’s brother Thomas, for onward
shipping to customers.
The robots’ trajectory plan and task breakdown still has
to be calibrated. That’s why Urban Lindholm, with his
extensive experience of industrial robots and programming
of control systems, has been involved in the project from
the outset.
“We’re continually tweaking and enhancing the fine
details,” explains Urban. “We’re looking for stable cutting
patterns, but the entire production line is already exceeding
expectations.”
Since it started, between early summer and mid-September
four 70 cubic-metre truckfuls of finished packaging
components have been dispatched to customers. These
customers assemble them into pallets and specialist
packaging to protect and facilitate the handling of all
types of goods.
“We have a contract that ensures for both us and Stocka
Emballage an annual volume of 7,000-8,000 cubic metres
of finished components,” says Robin Mikaelsson.
Denmark-based Timbuy A/S, which
supplies its five co-owners with
around 175,000 m3 of processed
raw material each year and has a
long-standing relationship with SCA,
was one of the first to be introduced
to the concept. CEO Jack Vasegaard
decided early on that he wanted to
be involved.
“Ready-cut lengths that go straight
into production provide significant
advantages,” he says. “It’s an arrangement that benefits both parties.”
Text: Mats Wigardt
Photos: Frida Sjögren

Jack Vasegaard, CEO of
Denmark-based Timbuy A/S.

My behaviour
makes a difference!
Health and safety culture at SCA needs
to change to reduce the number of
occupational accidents.The only way
to do this is to change our behaviour
together. That’s why every year SCA
has an additional emphasis on health
and safety over the course of a week.
The theme of this year’s week was
‘My behaviour makes a difference!”

T

To increase understanding and awareness of safety risks
that exist at SCA’s facilities, employees had the opportunity
during the week to take a ride with a forklift driver.
This kind of forklift has very poor visibility. Combined
with lifting heavy loads, this poses an increased risk of
unexpected situations arising, which employees realised
when they took a ride with a forklift driver.
Various clean-up activities were organised at almost all
units. For instance, in France staff helped with a major
autumn clear-up. New clean-up stations were installed
to make it easier to keep the premises tidy in future.
Employees at Rundvik Sawmill in northern Sweden
cleared up parts of the site, followed by a barbecue
together.
Other exciting activities also took place at Rundvik.
Together with the Swedish Society for Road Safety,
employees had the opportunity to experience what it’s
like to overturn and crash in a vehicle.
Behaviour-based Safety, BBS, is something that more
units are now working with. A BBS observation involves
a trained observer watching a colleague carry out an

Photo: Sofie Bergelin

he Wood business area was a hive of activity during
the week. At a number of units in Sweden and other
countries employees were offered training in CPR.
Both those employees who wanted to brush up their knowledge and those who had never previously attended the
course were welcome.
Observing, noting and identifying safe and unsafe behaviour.
That’s what behaviour-based safety, or BBS, is about.

everyday work task in order to identify safe and unsafe
behaviour. Once the observation is complete, they go
through what the observer noted and whether any
improvements can be made. Over the course of the
week, many employees aimed to carry out a number of
BBS observations, as well as safety inspections, in order
to stop and think about their own behaviour and that
of others.
Bollsta sawmill had developed a safety-based game. The

game presented scenarios that might arise in the workplace
that are related in some way to safety. Employees had to
choose between four options as to how they would react
and then discuss their choice. It was a good opportunity
to share experiences and discuss working practices with
colleagues, and to think about what really is right or
wrong when there’s no easy answer.
Safety comes first, but it’s also important to highlight

the health aspect, which is of course part of safety at work.
So over the week various activities were offered relating
to health, including a talk on stress management, a no
smoking week, stretching and health checks.
“What’s most important for us is that our employees feel
safe when they’re at work and that they go home healthy.
The purpose of this week was to look at everything from a
different angle and have time to reflect so we can then take
that knowledge back into our day-to-day work. Because
for us work on health and safety never ends,” says Magnus
Karlsson, Health and Safety Manager at SCA Wood.
A ride with a forklift driver increased understanding of the safety
risks around transporting goods by forklift.
Photo: Sofie Bergelin
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Spectacular buildings
at one with nature

Team Crevice created a shelter at the top of a hill known as
Åsberget. The group wanted to create something light and airy.
They used 500 heart pine facade posts from SCA SmartTimber.
They layered the pillars to create walls, flooring and roofing that let
in sunlight but provide protection from the elements.

Team Sea’s shelter is located in Näske, Köpmanholmen.
The shelter is comprised of a sleeping section and a section where
visitors can sit and enjoy the view. And for nighttime guests there is
also an opening that allows them to sleep under the stars.

This summer, for the second consecutive year, the Arknat architecture
festival took place in Ångermanland on Sweden’s High Coast. The event
saw architecture students create spectacular wooden shelters in harmony
with nature. SCA proudly sponsors the wood used in these creations.

T

he festival is open to applications from all architecture students in Scandinavia. Of the 60 that applied,
15 students were accepted from different parts of
Sweden along with others from Australia, Denmark and
Germany.
“There are other architecture festivals around the world,
but Arknat is the only one where the result, the creations
themselves, become permanent,” explains Martin Björklund,
construction engineer at Sweco and supervisor for students
at the festival.

Participants were divided into three groups consisting of

a mix of students studying to become architects, landscape architects and some focusing more on construction
engineering. The groups were tasked with designing and
building a shelter. Each group was allocated a location
where the shelter had to be built. The festival began with
the groups visiting the locations to see the conditions and
take the necessary measurements before construction.
“At the sites they can get a feel for the atmosphere
and based on that create a shelter that brings together the
location, the natural environment and the preferences of
the people who the shelter’s for; tourists, hikers, villagers
and forest owners,” added Martin.
Before getting down to measuring, sawing and progressing
with the project, the groups developed and honed their
ideas with the support of architects and engineers from
Sweco. During the festival, the students were also able to
9 | timbernews

attend lectures and seminars with international architects
and designers, as well as SCA’s Katarina Levin, Sawmill
Manager, and Christer Fält, Environmental Manager,
who told them about SCA and the company’s sustainable
business. The groups were also given the opportunity to
receive feedback and advice on their creations from the
lecturers.
“It’s encouraging for the future of building to meet
architecture students and see their creativity and their
interest in timber construction,” said Katarina Levin.
Text: Camilla Gårdlund
Photo: hello@tommieohlson.se

Find out more about Arknat at arknat.com

Martin Björklund, construction engineer at Sweco and one
of the supervisors at Arknat.
Photo: Sofie Bergelin

Carrefour International du Bois 2018

We were there!
With more than 11,500 visitors this year,
Carrefour International du Bois 2018
(Nantes, France 30 May–1 June) once again
brought together wood industry operators
from around the world. The high-profile
trade event was well attended and SCA
was there.

T

he trade show was an opportunity for some of the
largest companies in the sector to reflect on the
performance of the wood market. Its development
is a key issue for the French and European economies in
responding to many ecological challenges and is vital to
the construction industry.

SCA’s commitment on this subject has always been

Photo: Anne Tuffnell

clear and is now all the more relevant. We believe we can
inspire more people to choose wood products through
“an environmental policy based on the respect, responsibility and excellence that are the values of the SCA Group.”
This was confirmed by Philippe Samit, Sales and Marketing Director of SCA Wood France. “Minimising our
environmental impact by combining innovation, technology
and efficiency is our roadmap. This trade fair, which
focused on relationships and perspectives, was the ideal
opportunity to highlight this approach, for example by
presenting the Heartwood range, a range of pine cladding
made up of 99% heartwood and therefore naturally durable
without any chemical treatment,” says Philippe Samit.
Visitors to the event, including several of our longstanding customers, expressed interest in this new range.
The three days of the event were an opportunity to

Photo: Anne Tuffnell

welcome customers to our attractively designed stand
to present possibilities for developing professional
cooperation and generally strengthen trade relationships in the unique setting of the Grand Palais.
The atmosphere of the Carrefour is different from
other ‘traditional’ trade shows due to the diversity of the
offerings and companies present. “Being surrounded by
wood, in all its forms, accentuates the warm and lively
atmosphere of the event. Participating in this show is
definitely a unique experience,” adds Anne Tuffnell,
Marketing and Communication Assistant at SCA Wood
France.
Perhaps the main takeaway from this event was the
dynamism of those companies aiming to make this natural
resource a sustainable material that is fully integrated into
housing’s construction, design and decor.
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MOVERS AND SHAKERS

Vanessa Pihlström started as
a Marketing Communication
Officer at SCA Wood. She will
be involved in coordinating
and developing our product
concept and supporting our
local marketing communication officers in their day-today work in shaping the
message for our customers.

Paul Nash has been appointed
QA Manager at Stoke and
Welshpool in the UK. Paul
joins us from Chromalloy
where he held the position
of Head of Quality.

Brent Davies and Andy Marston have been promoted to
Senior Business Development Managers at our Welshpool
site in the UK in recognition of their excellent and ongoing
contribution to Building and Supply Solutions.

Richard Beedham has been
promoted to Production
Development and Continuous Improvement
Coordinator from the tool
room at SCA’s Melton site
in the UK.

Mary Fan has been appointed
as Operations Administrator
at SCA’s Melton site. Mary,
who previously supported the
Home Delivery function on a
temporary basis, has joined
the business formally. Mary
will also be providing support
to the commercial team in
Melton.

Pierre Jourdet has been
appointed Assistant Sales
Representative – Builders’
Merchants for SCA Wood
France. He took up the post
on 2 July at Rochefort and
will be the main contact for
Leroy Merlin.

Marc-Antoine Lambert has
started as Industrial Sales
Manager for SCA Wood
France, succeeding Thomas
Chevalier from 1 September.
Marc-Antoine was previously
Sales Manager for the Southwest and Spain at Bois du
Nord.

Gregory Braem joined SCA
Wood France’s sales team
on 11 June 2018 as Sales
Manager for the North-east
region.

Nicolas Briand started
at SCA Wood France on
1 September as Sales
Manager for the Northwest region.
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Sylvie Chamot recently
joined as Assistant Trade
Sales Representative for
SCA Wood France. She becomes part of the business
support service which is now
based in Rochefort.

Outdoor shower
made from heart pine
wins SCA SmartTimber competition
From outdoor kitchens and decking for
a jetty to an outdoor shower, this year’s
entries for SCA SmartTimber’s competition
were wide-ranging and inspiring. And there
was a great prize to be won – an exclusive
Weber barbecue.
“The aim of the competition was to get an insight into
how our products are used and to showcase amateur
carpenters who have so many exciting and unique
ideas,” says Marketing Manager Joakim Nehrer.
The competition involved building something using
products from SCA SmartTimber, photographing the
project and posting it on Instagram with the hashtag
#SCASmartTimber.
“The entries that we received really demonstrated
the breadth of our product range and that the only limit
is your imagination,” adds Joakim, who was also on the
judging panel.
The panel voted on the entries and assessed how inspiring the construction projects were. The winner was
an outdoor shower made from heart pine, which requires
less maintenance and is naturally protected against rot.

Photo: Weber

An outdoor shower using SCA SmartTimber’s heart pine was the jury’s favourite
and claimed first prize in SCA SmartTimber’s competition.

We’re changing our name – Timber becomes Wood
We’re now phasing out Timber and starting to use
Wood as the name for SCA’s business area that
produces wood products for builders’ merchants,
the wood industry and your home.
The term ‘wood’ better describes the products we
produce and is well understood in all the countries in
which we sell our wood products.

We will also use the Swedish translation ‘Trä’ in
some contexts.
You will notice the change, for example, in our
change of name on different types of information
material, in the originator of invoices and on signs
at our facilities.

